Adapting Response to Intervention in Literacy with
English Learners
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(full day)
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How to adapt the most effective RTI interventions to support ELL students who need
additional help in reading and language arts
Highly effective ways to use the RTI-tiered model to provide appropriate classroom
instruction and interventions for English learners
A wealth of classroom-proven literacy strategies to accelerate the academic success of
ELL students in the general education classroom
Differentiate instruction to focus on English learners before they fall too far behind
Model lessons, classroom video clips and an extensive ELL/RTI resource handbook filled
with dozens of practical ideas, strategies and activities that you will use for years.

Ten Key Benefits
1. Accelerate the Reading Success of Your English Learners Using the RTI Model
Highly effective strategies and lessons you can use immediately with your struggling ELL students in
the RTI framework … Practical, research-based ideas proven to accelerate the reading achievement
of your ELL students in grades K-6
2. Intervene with Your ELL Students Before They Fall Too Far Behind
Highly practical methods to help you identify and support struggling ELL students BEFORE they fall
too far behind … Specific steps for monitoring progress and reading for your struggling ELL students
earlier and more effectively
3. Use the Most Effective Interventions to Differentiate and Impact ELL Student Learning
Match specific interventions to the unique needs of ELL students … Innovative approaches for
implementing these interventions without taking undue planning or instruction time
4. Incorporate RTI into Your Daily Schedule
Practical and sensible ways to identify resources, reconfigure assignments and implement RTI for ELL
students without unreasonable demands on your time and energy … All the strategies are ideal for
those new to RTI or who have experience with the process
5. Plan and Develop Word Work Activities that Reach English Learners at Their Level
Word-Learning, Word-Making and Word-Solving strategies will provide interactive, differentiated
lessons ready for your classroom … Learn from the designer of the Word Solver’s Tool Kit and see
making words lessons that are appropriate for kindergarten through sixth grade
6. Acquire Instructional Interventions that Work Most Effectively with English Learners
Learn ways from the latest research on how to make English texts more comprehensible for whole
group or small group settings … These modifications can be easily used by classroom teachers as well
as Title I Staff, Reading Coaches, Special Education Staff, and Interventionists

7. Link Assessment and Instruction for ELL Students
Practical ways to adjust instruction based on your ELL students’ needs … Highly effective methods
for positively intervening with your students and accelerating their literacy learning BEFORE they fall
too far behind
8. Include the Super Six Comprehension Strategies in Your Tiered Instruction for RTI
Use the Super Six Comprehension Strategies to increase your English language learners’
comprehension in every grade level as well as in whole group or small group settings … Easy-to-use
methods for use in all three tiers
9. Build Vocabulary and Fluency Instruction with Interactive Lessons that are Fun and
Engaging for Your Students Who are English Language Learners
Learn research-based, vocabulary-building skills that really work for struggling readers and English
learners … Learn the three tiers of vocabulary words and which to teach to your English learners …
How to teach fluency from oral to text reading with phrasing and expression
10. Achieve Greater Success with All Your English Language Learners in Grades K-6
RTI helps determine the level of intervention needed for students who are English language learners,
from less intense interventions to those at the highest tier … Discover how to most effectively use
ideas, strategies and activities based on the RTI model to support your ELL students who are
struggling
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